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   Flow analysis in centrifugal pumps has long been an intensive subject of research. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) is the present day state
are created in different parts of the pump at off
radial gaps. The operating characteristic curves predicted by the numerical simulation were compared with the 
results of model testing and are found in good agreement. The test case consists of an enshrouded centrifugal 
impeller with seven blades and a radial vane diffuser with 7 vanes. A large number of measurements are available in 
the radial gap between the impeller and the diffuse, makin
of steady and unsteady calculations of the flow in the pump are compared with the experimental ones, and four 
different turbulent models are analyzed. The steady K
frozen rotor concept, while the unsteady simulation uses a fully resolved sliding grid approach. The comparisons 
show that the unsteady numerical results accurately predict the unsteadiness of the flow, demonstrating the validit
and applicability of that methodology for unsteady incompressible turbo machinery flow computations. The steady 
approach is less accurate, with an unphysical advection of the impeller wakes, but accurate enough for a crude 
approximation. The different turbulence models predict the flow at the same level of accuracy, with slightly 
different results. 
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     Introduction 
A centrifugal      pump is     

dynamic machine that        uses         
impeller to      increase      the pressu
They are widely used for liquid tra
different sectors.  Their operating ran
full-load down to close to the shut-off 
to develop a reliable machine for
demanding operation, the behavior of the
entire pump has to be predicted befor
in actual use.  

This requires critical analysis
complex flow in the pump which is 
three dimensional in nature. The 
through experiments or model testing
to be time consuming, tedious and ex
is the present day state-of-art technique
analysis. In recent years, most  of  the 
using CFD as a numerical simulation
analysis of centrifugal pumps. 
development of CFD code, one ca
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Abstract 

Flow analysis in centrifugal pumps has long been an intensive subject of research. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) is the present day state-of-art technique for fluid flow analysis. It   was found that non

created in different parts of the pump at off-design conditions which result in the decrease in efficiency different 
radial gaps. The operating characteristic curves predicted by the numerical simulation were compared with the 

are found in good agreement. The test case consists of an enshrouded centrifugal 
impeller with seven blades and a radial vane diffuser with 7 vanes. A large number of measurements are available in 
the radial gap between the impeller and the diffuse, making this case ideal for validating numerical methods. Results 
of steady and unsteady calculations of the flow in the pump are compared with the experimental ones, and four 
different turbulent models are analyzed. The steady K-£ RNG is wall defined equation function simulation uses the 
frozen rotor concept, while the unsteady simulation uses a fully resolved sliding grid approach. The comparisons 
show that the unsteady numerical results accurately predict the unsteadiness of the flow, demonstrating the validit
and applicability of that methodology for unsteady incompressible turbo machinery flow computations. The steady 
approach is less accurate, with an unphysical advection of the impeller wakes, but accurate enough for a crude 

rbulence models predict the flow at the same level of accuracy, with slightly 

: Centrifugal pumps, CFD, flow analysis, numerical simulation, radial gab, part load performance.
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impeller with seven blades and a radial vane diffuser with 7 vanes. A large number of measurements are available in 
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of steady and unsteady calculations of the flow in the pump are compared with the experimental ones, and four 

unction simulation uses the 
frozen rotor concept, while the unsteady simulation uses a fully resolved sliding grid approach. The comparisons 
show that the unsteady numerical results accurately predict the unsteadiness of the flow, demonstrating the validity 
and applicability of that methodology for unsteady incompressible turbo machinery flow computations. The steady 
approach is less accurate, with an unphysical advection of the impeller wakes, but accurate enough for a crude 

rbulence models predict the flow at the same level of accuracy, with slightly 
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Muggli  et  al.,  1997  appli
Stokes  code  with  the  standard  
model for CFD analysis of highly 
diffuser flows. Hamkins    and    Br
have shown  how  modern  image  ana
allow          quantitative predictions   
corresponding pressure   distribution  
analyzing surface       flow       patter
mentioned    that   the   surface   flow 
also  be  used  to  adjust boundary     
for     CFD simulations  by trial and
good match with the measured pattern 

Medvitz et al., 2002 used multi
method to analyze centrifugal pump
under cavitating conditions.  
homogeneous two      phase     
Averaged- Navier-Stokes     equations,   
mixture    momentum    and    volu
equations    were    solved along with v
fraction. Zhou    et    al.,    2003    
numerical simulation of internal f
different types of centrifugal pumps 
has  four  straight blades  and  the  oth
six twisted blades). A commerc
dimensional      Navier-Stokes      code 
with a standard k-   two- equation
model was used. They found that 
results relating to twisted-blade pumps
than   those   relating   to   the straight
which  suggests that the efficiency 
blade pump  will  be greater  than 
straight-blade pump. 

Bacharoudis  et al., 2008  
parametric study of impellers with the 
diameter having different outlet blade
numerical solution of the discre
dimensional, incompressible Navi
equations over an unstructured 
accomplished with a commercial CFD 

Spence   and   Teixeira,   2009   
block,    structured    grid   CFD code
parametric study of double entry, 
centrifugal pump.  The cutwater  g
arrangement  were found to exert grea
across various monitored locations and

1. In  this  paper,  flow  analysis  of  
capacity  centrifugal  pump carr
commercial CFD package  F
presented.  The salient   feature
centrifugal pump are given in Table
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Table 1.1 Salient features of ce

Erocoftech model

 
Computational Fluid Dynamics

CFD   is   the   anal
involving fluid flow, heat trans
phenomena such as chemical reac
computer-based    simulation. 
time and cost can be achieved by

The flow parameters in 
are governed by two fundam
equations namely: 

(i)   Mass conservation equation
(ii) Momentum conservation
conservation equations can
terms  of  partial differential e

CFD is a numerical technique
these partial differential equations
into the algebraic equations by
discrediting   them   in space  a
With  the aid  of  the  CFD  app
internal  flow  in centrifugal pu
fully understood yet can be well
up the pump design procedure. 
 
Steady State Numerical Sim

The computational doma
casing and impeller having 7 nu
Total  12 sets  of numerical  
simulations were  carried  out 
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performance  data  of  centrifugal pump. The flow in 
the impeller was computed in the moving reference 
frame, while the flow in the  casing was calculated 
in the stationary reference frame. 
Gemetry creation 

In any computational fluid dynamic 
analysis, the fluid domain creation plays an important 
role as the solution convergence depends on the 
mesh quality, which in turn depends on the geometry 
of the domain. The three dimensional model was 
created using bottom-up approach. 

As   the   impeller   blade   profile   is 
complex enough care was taken in creation of 
impeller domain in ICEM CFD which is a pre-
processor of FLUENT. Casing which is relatively 
simple  in construction  was also created in ICEM 
CFD in a simplest way so  as  to  get  a  better  mesh  
as  the quality of mesh depend on the complexity of 
the geometry. 
  
Grid Generation 

The grid for the three dimensional model 
was created in ICEM CFD. Due to  the  size  and  
complexity  of  the pump  care  was  taken  while 
distribution of grid elements in the model. 
Considering the complexity of geometry, 
unstructured grid consists of triangular  and 
tetrahedral  element with  ICEMCFD  scheme  was  
used.     In order to capture the velocity and pressure 
gradients near  wall  a  very fine structured mesh 
was generated using    the    size    function    option 
available in ICEMCFD. Between interacting 
components the non- conformal mesh with  grid  
interface was created. 

In order to check the influence of the grids 
on the results, meshes with different  sizes  were  
generated.  The final mesh of casing with number of 
elements   376537   and  for  impeller with  number  
of  elements  1469037 was generated.  Accordingly 
the total numbers of mesh elements were more than  
1.8  million  for the entire assembly as shown in 
Fig.1.1 
 

 
Fig. 1.3 Grid for 3-D computational model of 

centrifugal pump 
 
Boundary Conditions and Turbulence Models 

The simulations were carried out over a six 
different  operating  points  with two  different  
turbulence  models namely renormalization group 
(RNG) k-model  and shear stress transport (SST) k- 
model. Mass flow rate correspond to different 
operating points was specified at the suction of 
impeller while total pressure was defined at the 
casing outlet. The flow in the impeller was 
computed in the moving reference frame, while  the 
flow in the casing was calculated  in the  stationary  
reference  frame. Between   impeller   and   casing   
grid inter face was used.   
Different boundary condition for the computational 
domain is shown in Fig. 1.4. 
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Fig.1.4. Boundary conditions for the 
computational domain 

 
S o l u t i o n  technique 
              A   control-volume-based    
used to convert the governing e
algebraic equations which were solve
The flow was assumed to be steady st
was considered as incompressible   sin
fluid. The surface of all the components
to be hydraulically smooth. The seg
with absolute velocity formulation w
steady state simulations were carried 
and off-design conditions using Reynolds
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. SIM
was used as pressure velocity coupling
discretization of momentum and turbul
order upwind scheme were used. 
 
Results and Discussion  

To   predict   the   centrif
performance, i t  is essential to 
energy        transfer        and transf
place in different parts of the 
phenomenon can be understood through
of f lo w f i e l d  i n s i d e  t h e  cent r i fuga l
In   the   present   study,   the simul
ca r r ied  o u t  a t  s ix different   Radial gab  
points between 10% to 20% radial gab,
wide range of operation, with 
turbulence   models. However, only the
CFD analysis correspond to part load
Gab),   rated   (15%   Radial Gab) 
(20% Radial Gab) conditions are dis
form of pressure & velocity contou
vectors,  path line configuration etc. 
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discussed in the 

ontours, velocity 

Pressure contour 
Study of the static pressu

understanding of energy conversion
different parts of the pump. Also
locate the regions of low pressu
subjected to cavitation.Fig.s 3
pressure contours in the central 
different operating conditions.  I
is   seen   that   the pressure continuously
the mechanical energy imparted
impeller rotation is converted 
energy. It was also observed th
was quite  gradual  and  uniform 
rated  discharge  but  it was 
partial    discharge. 

When water comes out fr
contains   high   kinetic energ
designed such that as the water
casing the kinetic energy of the
into the pressure energy h
continuously increases in radial 
along the flow passage.  

It can be seen that the p
uniform at rated discharge but 
uniform at other operating conditions.

Fig. 1.5. Static pressure contour (a
discharge values

Fig.1.6. Static pressure contour
Radial Gab-discharg
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Fig.1.7. Static pressure contour (at 20%
discharge) 

 
Velocity contours 

Study of the velocity contou
about the kinetic energy and dynam
acting in the different parts. Fig.s 5
velocity variation in the central plane 
different operating conditions. 

Fig.1.8. Velocity contour –common values same 
turbulence (at 10-20% discharge)

 
Mechanical energy is conver

the kinetic energy. Whereas, in the ca
velocity continuously decreases as the kin
energy is converted into pressure energ
be seen that the variation of velocity 
uniform at rated discharge compared 
load  & over  rated discharge. 
 
Velocity vectors 

Study of velocity vector
identifying the direction of fluid par
through the different components. The
separation, vortex formation and 
secondary flow can be detected. Fig.s
velocity vectors at different discharg
impeller,     the     velocity continuously. Processing 
impeller casing 
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Fig.1.10. Velocity vectors (at 15% Radial Gab
discharge) 

Fig. 1.11. Velocity contour (at 20%
Gab-discharge) 

It   was   observed   th
vectors were quite uniform at
rated   discharge.   But   at partia
vortex formation were observed
end  of  the  casing  which may  l
and  hence loss of efficiency. 
 
Variation   of   parameters   in r

Fig.s    1.9 To 1.11    
of velocity, static pressure 
respectively in the radically 
towards +X  axis for rated disch
that the velocity first increases in 
and then decreases in the casing due
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discussed earlier. Static pressure 
increases in radial direction. And the
pressure, which is resultant of static 
dynamic pressure,  was similar to velo
turbulence of this models. 
 
Path line configuration 

Path line represents the trace or 
a fluid particle over a period of time.  Th
helps in understanding of particle
identification of zones of vortex fo
secondary   flow.   The path lines
operating conditions are shown in Fig.s

Fig.1.12. Path line configurations (at 10 % Radial Gab 
Total discharge) 

 

Fig 1.13 Path line configurations Graph Velocity 
magnitude (at Different positions

 

Fig.1.12. Path line configurations (at 15%
Gab Total discharge) 
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Fig.1.13. Path line configurations
Gab Total dischar

 
It can be seen that the 

uniform at partial discharge whi
formation in the different parts 
may lead to energy loss and 
efficiency.  But at rated and ov
smooth path lines were observed.
 
Operating   Characteristic Curve

For  operating  charac
speed of pump was kept constant 
of head,  power  & efficiency 
discharge was plotted. The co
results with the results of m
presented. 
 
Head vs discharge curve 

Fig. 1.14 shows varia
pump head with increase in disch
the speed of the pump was kept
observed that as discharge
decreases. It was found that the 
CFD analysis was 10 to15  %  low
test results. However, the natu
discharge  curve  is  similar  
pump curve. 
 

Fig. 1.14. Head versus dischar
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Power vs discharge curve 
The input power is consid

mechanical   power s u p p l i e d  b y   
the   pump   shaft.   It   is calcul
product  of  torque acting  on  the  
angular velocity of the impeller. The
considered as the resultant of pressur
moments  acting  on  the impe
generated     by    the software).   
velocity   is given as a input to the so

In the calculations, it is assu
mechanical          and          volumetric 
the pump are 100%. Fig1.14   shows  
input power at the pump shaft with
discharge.  To plot this curve, the 
pump was kept constant and v a r i a t i o n
p o w e r  i n p u t  was plotted correspond
in discharge.   It c a n  b e  s e e n    tha
increases the power input for   
increases.    Power predicted by CFD
lower than   that   of   model   
However, the nature of power ver
curve is similar  to that of standard pu
 

Efficiency vs discharge curve  
Fig.  1.15 s h o w s    variation  

efficiency with increase in dis
mentioned, the speed of the pum
constant. It can be observed that    a
increases,    the efficiency        
reaches maximum   at   rated   conditions  
decreases     when     discharge increa
rated conditions, i.e. parabolic pr
observed that the maximum efficiency

is  achieved  at  the  discharge  of  200
the model testing results as well as CF

It was found that the efficienc
SST k- £ model is very close  to  tha
mode  test results. But the results predi
k- £ model  differ  by 5% compared
results. However, the nature of eff
discharge  curve  obtained  by both  the
similar  to that obtained by model test 
 

Fig. 1.15. Head versus discharge
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rofile. It was 
y of the pump 

200 m3/hr as per 
FD analysis. 
cy predicted by 
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efficiency versus 
the models  was  

 results. 

 
e curve 

Conclusion 
The flow through a cent

was analyzed using commercial 
FLUENT for which model test 
available. The simulations were
six different o p e r a t i n g
b e t w e e n  10% to 20% radial gab different 
discharge, to cover the wide
operation, with two different
models. The following conclusions
from the analysis: 
• A    Reynolds-averaged     N

code with a two equation 
model is able to predict the i
physics in a centrifugal pump.

• It   was   found   that  
turbulence model provides 
compared   to   RNG   k- £ m

• The   head   predicted    by  
was 10% lower Radial Gab of Discharge 
than the mode test results. 

• The      operating      charac
predicted by CFD were com
model test results & the sim
observed. 

The findings of the pres
be useful for the analysis of cent
under similar conditions. 
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